
Chapter 1771: This Is Luo City 

 

There was no hint of a smile on that person’s face when he spoke. His entire person gave off a very 

sinister feeling. 

Jiang Yao faked unconsciousness as she was carried upstairs by two people. If she had not seen it with 

her own eyes, Jiang Yao would never have believed that the woman she had been curious about was 

actually Chu Sheng! 

Jiang Yao had thought that the person who kidnapped her was a robber who specialized in targeting 

single and seemingly wealthy women. However, it was not the case because Chu Sheng was there. 

Perhaps Chu Sheng had been fed with sleeping pills, so she slept very peacefully on the bed. After Jiang 

Yao confirmed that the person had left, she let Moe use his claws to cut the rope and set her free. 

After confirming that Chu Sheng had taken some sleeping pills, Jiang Yao took out a bottle of sleeping 

pills from the system and gave one to Chu Sheng. After about ten minutes, Chu Sheng slowly woke up. 

‘When Chu Sheng saw Jiang Yao standing in front of her, she was even more surprised than Jiang Yao. 

‘Jiang Yao, why are you here? Aren’t you in Nanjiang City? Why are you in Jindo City?” Chu Sheng was 

stunned as she looked at Jiang Yao, gesturing in sign language. “You rescued me?* 

“That’s not it.” 

Jiang Yao saw that Chu Sheng had been taking sleeping pills for the past few days and was in a comatose 

state every day, so she had no idea that she had left Jindo City. 

“That isn’t Jindo City, nor is it Nanjiang City. This is Luo City. We haven’t rescued you, and I’ve been 

captured too.” At that moment, Jiang Yao is not afraid or angry about being kidnapped. She was more 

interested in the purpose and identity of the kidnapper. 

Chu Sheng’s face fell instantly. Her hands, which were initially gesturing, dropped to the bed dejectedly. 

“When I was captured, my two bodyguards were right behind me. They would have immediately 

contacted the troops to save me.” Jiang Yao thought Chu Sheng was afraid, so she patted her in comfort. 

“And I remember that you know martial arts. How did you get captured? Do you know the people who 

captured us?” 

Chu Sheng shook her head and gestured weakly. “They used my kidnapping case to lure me into the 

trap. I was not smart enough, so I fell for it. I remember everything that happened that year. If I see 

anything suspicious, they will pay a heavy price.” 

Jiang Yao asked, ‘What do you mean? You disappeared. Chen Xuyao was so anxious that he called me. 

He said that he sensed you were in danger and tured the entire Jindo City upside down to find you. He 

thought that you pretended to ignore him. You even ran away from him when he lowered his guard.” 

Chu Sheng smiled bitterly. “I was not running away, but I wanted to know who caused me to become 

like this. I wanted to take revenge and avenge myself. I want to bring the real culprit to justice.” 



Chu Sheng was afraid that Jiang Yao could not understand, so she was very slow in signing. “Back then, 

although the same group of people kidnaped Chen Xuyao and me, our circumstances were not quite the 

same. I was kidnapped for two days before Chen Xuyao was taken. There were many children of the 

same age as us as well. Do you know the feeling of watching your classmate being brutally cut into 

pieces and killed with your own eyes? Every time I closed my eyes for so many years, I saw the look of 

despair and horror in my classmates’ eyes, the sticky feeling of blood-stained shoes, the lifeless head 

pressing on my feet like a red ball...” 

Chapter 1772: Can’t Get Past This 

 

Chu Sheng’s suppressed crying was so soft that it was almost inaudible. The room was not big, and the 

light was dim. Jiang Yao, who was not timid, felt her hair stand on end when she heard it. 

Jiang Yao even retracted her limbs as if she could feel the sticky blood dripping from her feet. She did 

not even dare look at the side of her feet, afraid that she would see a blood-red head if she lowered her 

head. 

At that moment, Jiang Yao finally understood the monster in Chu Sheng’s heart. 

Chen Xuyao, a boy, had to undergo a long period of psychological treatment after the kidnapping case, 

let alone a girl who was already much weaker. 

Jiang Yao had never experienced it, so she could not really empathize with it. However, even after 

listening to Chu Sheng’s words, Jiang Yao could feel the fear she faced when she was young. 

No one would understand that kind of experience. 

“Chu Sheng...” Jiang Yao reached out and gently held Chu Sheng’s shoulder. “It’s all in the past. Don’t be 

afraid anymore.” 

Jiang Yao could feel Chu Sheng’s body trembling slightly. Her comfort did not make her feel better. 

“Icantt get past this. My dead companions will never come back, and the real murderer has not been 

caught yet.” Chu Sheng shook her head as tears fell on Jiang Yao’s arm. 

At that moment, Chu Sheng was so weak that Jiang Yao could not bear to say anything else. She could 

not even ask her what it meant that the real murderer had not been caught yet. 

Chen Xuyao was also involved in the kidnapping case back then. With the Chen family’s ability, they 

would not have let the murderer go free. Why would Chu Sheng say that the real murderer had not 

been caught yet? 

Unfortunately, Jiang Yao’s phone was stolen by the people who kidnapped her, so she could not contact 

Chen Xuyao to ask about the specific details of the kidnapping case back then. 

The two of them were quiet for a long time before Chu Sheng’s emotions gradually calmed. She asked, 

“How did you get kidnapped? Are you saying that that is not Jindo City? Why did they kidnap you?” 



“From the looks of it, you seem to know who kidnapped you.” Jiang Yao understood Chu Sheng’s 

meaning, or rather, she could see through her thoughts. 

“all these years, I have been investigating the kidnapping case from back then. After we were rescued, 

the police caught one person, and the case was closed. However, I feel that there was more than one 

person who made a move back then, so I have been investigating. Last year, I found some information 

and finally confirmed that my suspicions were correct. I also have a suspect. And this time, I was caught 

because of that person’s trap. After they caught me, they gave me sleeping pills, and I have been asleep 

ever since. I don’t even know how much time has passed, and I thought that I had been in Jindo City 

all this time.” 

“I don’t know who took me.” Jiang Yao thought for a moment and suddenly slapped her thigh. She 

growled, “But I just picked up my new car today and only drove for a few kilometers. Im so angry! I 

didn’t even get to see how they hit my car!” 

That was her first time buying a car. A few days ago, she even told Lu Xingzhi that she could go to the 

army base to look at the fruit trees in their courtyard and water them. However, she got into an accident 

on the same day she got the car. 

Jiang Yao’s heart ached for her car and also her luck.. 

Chapter 1773: Who Wants Him To Save Me? 

 

Chu Sheng was stunned for a moment. When she heard Jiang Yao say those words, she thought it was 

something serious. When Jiang Yao said that her car was damaged, she got very angry. What made her 

even angrier was that she did not even have the time to look at the extent of the damage. Therefore, 

Chu Sheng could not figure out why Jiang Yao was so weird. 

She was captured, but she did not cry or make a fuss. It was fine if she was not anxious, but how could 

she be so calm? She was even worried about the damages to the car. She was not concerned about her 

own safety at all. 

‘Jiang Yao, aren’t you afraid?” Chu Sheng asked. 

“Tm not afraid, When I was captured, my two bodyguards knew about it. It won’t be long before they 

find me.” Jiang Yao was not afraid. Even if Big Ke and Ah Lu could not find that place, she still had Moe 

with her. Moe would find Lu Xingzhi and tell him where she was. 

No matter the other party’s reason for capturing her and Chu Sheng, they had gone through so much 

trouble and so much blood. That meant that she and Chu Sheng were useful to them. Since they were 

useful, they would remain safe for the time being. 

Furthermore, even if they wanted to attack her, at a certain point, as long as she did not kill anyone, she 

could use any means to protect herself. 



Chu Sheng knew Jiang Yao’s two bodyguards. When she saw Jiang Yao’s confidence, the fear in her heart 

was inexplicably suppressed. 

Jiang Yao looked at Chu Sheng and said, “Don’t worry, Chen Xuyao will find out eventually. If Chen Xuyao 

knows you are here, he will definitely rush here to save you.” 

“Who wants him to save me?* Chu Sheng quickly gestured as if she was casually making a meaningless 

gesture. 

Jiang Yao smiled and did not reply. She began to focus her attention and surveyed the surroundings, 

observing the situation around her. 

The room looked like the combination of a factory staff dormitory and an office. There were many 

workshops and offices downstairs, but no one was there. 

Big Ke and Ah Lu’s car was stopped at the army base entrance. The moment they got out of the vehicle 

and approached the entrance with a panicked expression, the soldiers immediately paid attention to 

them. 

Soldiers would always tell who was dangerous at a glance. 

“The military base is an important place. Outsiders are not allowed to get in.” A cold sentence blocked 

the two of them from getting close to the entrance. 

Big Ke and Ah Lu looked at each other. Even though they knew about Lu Xingzhi’s troops, they did not 

know his superior officer. However, at least they knew that Lu Xingzhi was a special forces soldier. 

Big Ke did not insist on getting closer to speak. He immediately said, “I am the Special Forces’ Colonel 

Lu’s wife’s bodyguard. Someone had kidnapped her, and we’ve lost her location. Please inform your 

leader to contact Colonel Lu as soon as possible.” 

‘When the soldier heard that, he was scared silly. He did not say anything before he left and ran inside. 

Kidnapping a military family member was a big deal. 

Colonel Lu was also the Special Forces’ commander. 

‘When the soldier heard the news, he thought it was because some criminals were targeting military 

family members. Therefore, he did not dare delay and quickly reported that news. 

Lu Xingzhi had already set off to participate in the new exercise. The training was for the Special Forces 

and the field team.. 

Chapter 1774: Not Easy 

 

The teams participating in the training included all the military branches in Province A. Several teams 

were participating in the same field combat training. The training’s difficulty was even greater than the 

previous one, and since it involved live ammunition, there was a certain degree of danger. 



The news was transmitted from the military leaders to the training site. The Logistics Department, which 

was responsible for the safety measures for the training, had received the news. Their captain instantly 

used the positioning equipment to locate the Special Forces’ equipment to send the signal. 

Then, he contacted the Special Forces and informed them of the news. 

“Get Colonel Lu immediately. Tell him to descend the mountain and get to the headquarters. His wife 

has been kidnapped. ” 

As the higher-ups often considered that the motive was likely to be revenge on a specific military family, 

they wanted Lu Xingzhi to return to the troops immediately. 

‘When the Special Forces team heard the news, they were stumped. “Colonel Lu took his men on a raid. 

They left all their communication equipment behind to prevent the news from leaking out. For the time 

being, our men are unable to contact him.” 

The training scale was larger than the last one, and the equipment was more advanced than the last 

one. That had advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, to ensure the secrecy of the operation, all the 

people involved in the operation had to leave their communication equipment in the camp and join 

forces with another team to attack another unit. 

“So fast?” The captain of the logistics team muttered something and cut off the connection. Then, he 

asked the higher-ups if they needed to stop the training at that time. 

Big Ke and Ah Lu were soon invited for talks. As the two of them walked into the unit, the news about 

Jiang Yao’s kidnapping had spread throughout the entire unit. 

Even though the sun was bright, many people were idling at home and did not go to work, but they 

went out because of that case. Some talked to their neighbors, and others spoke to their friends to ask if 

they already knew about that. 

When they heard that news, everyone felt a lingering fear. Some were even terrified. 

“Tve always said that it’s not easy to be a military wife. We worry about our soldiers who are single, and 

we even had to worry about those who were already married. We train hard, and no one knows what 

we do when we go on missions. So, we might end up with enemies, But we are tall and strong. Of 

course, our spouses will worry and get angry. Those criminals might exact their revenge on them.” 

“That’s right. Some people are simply insane when they seek revenge.” A soldier shook his head 

repeatedly. “Previously, there was a police officer who was very good at handling cases. He caught the 

bad guys, and the government praised him. 

“However, his wife was caught by someone who had escaped from prison. When his wife was caught, 

she had been pregnant. She was raped and then had a miscarriage. When she was found, her body was 

covered in blood. They got her to the hospital, and they managed to resuscitate her. However, after 

being hospitalized for a few days, she committed suicide by jumping off the hospital. 



“Later, the police spent nearly half a month before catching the criminal. Some people said that the 

police shot the criminal five times and killed him. After that, he also committed suicide. That matter was 

spread to the entire city, and everyone knew about it. It was too scary.” 

Chapter 1775: It’s Not Safe To Look Good 

 

“Let’s not talk about that. We all know about it. I also heard that the policeman and his wife were 

childhood sweethearts. Their families were neighbors. They grew up together and studied together. 

They had an excellent relationship. I heard that his wife was very beautiful. She could sing and play the 

piano. She was like an angel.” 

“Doesn’t Colonel Lu’s wife also look like a fairy? Will she meet a tragic end too?” someone suddenly 

asked in horror. “Colonel Lu’s wife is also beautiful, and she had been kidnapped. What if she also has 

the same fate? The police officer’s wife must have committed suicide because she couldn’t stand the 

loss 

of her child and was defiled. If it were any other girl, they wouldn’t have been able to survive too.” 

Ye Jianguo could not stand it anymore after listening to them for a few minutes. He immediately 

shouted, “Can you stop talking nonsense? Mrs. Lu is such a good person. She will be fine.” 

Ye Jianguo felt that Jiang Yao was such a good-looking girl. Who would be willing to bully her? 

“What do we know of her luck? This is terrible, and we don’t know how it’ll end. It’s not like we want 

something terrible to happen, and it’s not like we have a feud with her. It’s just a matter of fact. There 

are so many problems. She’s pretty, and it’s even more dangerous for her. That’s why I say women 

don’t have to be good-looking. It’s not safe.” 

“That’s right. Besides, she was kidnapped. We won’t be able to find her anytime soon. Anything can 

happen during that period,” another woman said. “Maybe it’s not about revenge. Mrs. Lu is a young lady 

with a cell phone and drives a flashy car. Maybe the kidnappers like her? Who wouldn’t? She’s rich and 

beautiful. How could the kidnappers not be tempted?” 

“That’s right. Even if her husband’s family is wealthy, I feel that it was wrong for her to be so high-

profile. Everyone says that she gets rich quietly. Who would have the money to use a cell phone and buy 

a car? The richest tycoon I know doesn’t live like her. He even bought his wife a car. He knows that he 

has to use the money himself. Colonel Lu’s wife is young and insensible. Why didn’t his family teach her? 

Young people might not understand. But her in-laws should understand that principle.” 

“I think you envy her good looks, knowledge, and she’s even married to a wealthy good husband, right?” 

Ye Jianguo could not bear to listen any longer and turned around to leave. His footsteps were filled with 

anger. If he could speak faster, he would stand there and defend Jiang Yao against those irritating 

women. 



Ye Jianguo turned around and left. However, the women standing there had ugly expressions on their 

faces. Initially, everyone was interested in continuing to chat about that topic, but for some reason, 

after Ye Jianguo’s last sentence, a few of them suddenly lost the desire to continue. It was as if they 

would become the person Ye Jianguo was talking about if they continued to speak. 

Ye Jianguo endured his anger and walked away. He did not expect to meet Ye Xueli before taking two 

steps. 

“Why are you back?” Ye Jianguo asked curiously... “Haven’t you always hated coming back?” 

Chapter 1776: Collecting Her Corpse 

 

“That is my home. Why can’t I come back?” Ye Xueli replied with a laugh. “It’s none of your business. 

Why are you so angry? The one kidnapped is Colonel Lu’s wife, not yours. Why are you angry?” 

“Are you happy now? I think you wish Mrs. Lu was dead, right?” Ye Jianguo was full of anger, so being 

ridiculed by Ye Xueli made him even more furious. “If she were killed, then Colonel Lu would become a 

widower. How would he be satisfied without a wife? You think that you can replace her and marry 

Colonel Lu, right?” 

“So what if I am? Anyway, I did not do anything. It will depend on her fate. If she dies, then it’s her bad 

luck!” Ye Xueli’s voice suddenly became much sharper. 

No matter how bad the relationship between the siblings was, Ye Jianguo knew Ye Xueli well. As soon as 

he heard the change in her tone, he knew that he had hit the nail on the head. 

If someone asked him about his sister, he would say she was vain and selfish. Ye Xueli had been engaged 

once. She had a favorable impression of her future husband, and she liked him a lot. She did not expect 

the man to disfigure his face accidentally while on a mission. Finally, she insisted on breaking 

off the engagement with him. She was ashamed of her disfigured face. 

Ye Jianguo felt that his sister was unreasonable. 

However, Ye Jianguo did not expect his sister, who had only been selfish and vain, to become vicious. 

She had prayed for another person’s death. 

Even if Mrs. Lu were not their neighbor, even if they did not live in the same army base, and even if they 

did not know her, should they not pray for her safe return? 

Would they not hope that she could turn the situation around? 

Why would his sister have such a chilling thought that made him uncomfortable? 

“You’re no different from them, perhaps even worse. You don’t talk about it, but you acted as if you 

were very close to her when you met her. In fact, you’re just jealous of her. You’re jealous of her good 

looks and knowledge, and you’re even jealous of her good luck in marrying into a good family. You are 



narrow-minded, so I can’t be bothered to talk to you,” Ye Jianguo said. “Right now, almost all the 

policemen in the city have been mobilized to search for her. They will be able to find her very soon! 

Furthermore, I believe that she is the kind of person who has a good life. She will definitely be able to 

turn 

the situation around and come back safely! Just wait and see. I believe that will happen.” 

“Do you think that the police are so great? Do you believe that the police are so capable? The police 

didn’t even see the face of the person who kidnapped Colonel Lu’s wife. They didn’t even know which 

direction the car went. By the time the police found the person, wouldn’t the kidnappers have already 

done what they wanted? What use are the policemen, then? Collecting her corpse?” 

Ye Xueli had a look of contempt on her face. 

Ye Jianguo said, “There are so many police. Someone will find her soon. Not all the police are useless. 

Furthermore, the army attaches great importance to her kidnapping... The army will also send people to 

participate in the rescue!” 

Chapter 1777: More Than Ten Years Ago 

 

“Stop your ridiculous wishful thinking, When I came back, I saw the police were chasing in the opposite 

direction of the kidnappers. They were so stupid,” Ye Xueli said without much thought. 

After that, Ye Xueli immediately left. Ye Jianguo stood there in a daze for a long time before running in 

another direction. He was fast, but he did not run toward the family area. 

The entire Luo City was closed off. One could see policemen everywhere in the city. As day turned into 

night, the security in the city became more strict. 

The afterglow of the setting sun slowly slid from the outer wall of the most luxurious hotel in Luo City 

until it disappeared. In the hotel’s high-class suite, a person stood on the balcony with a wine glass in his 

hand and looked down. The glass was empty. It was clear that he had been standing there for a 

long time and was in a good mood. 

The wind blew gently against the curtains. At that time, a man walked out with his waist slightly bent. He 

had a respectful look on his face. “Boss, we still can’t get through to Lu Xingzhi’s phone. We’ve been 

calling him for several hours. Do we still need to continue?” 

The man paused. He asked in a hoarse voice, “Have all the police officers left the hotel?” 

“They checked every room and corner of the hotel and then left.” 

“We spent so much effort capturing his wife. What’s the use if we can’t contact him? Our goal is to find 

Young Master Lu.” The man’s words carried some anger. “Isn’t he very protective of his wife? The entire 

city knows that his wife has been kidnapped, but he still has no reaction?” 

“Boss, Young Master Lu is a soldier. Maybe he’s out on a mission and is not in the city, so we can’t 

contact him?” The man stammered for a few seconds before he whispered, “Mr. Qian’s people have 



already contacted the Fifth Young Master Chen. According to Mr. Qian’s men, he probably wants to 

work 

alone and not cooperate with us. He’s probably afraid that things will change if we delay for too long. 

There’s news that Fifth Young Master Chen has already rushed to the city. If that’s the case, we will also 

be exposed.” 

“That Mr. Qian has always underestimated us! He did so more than ten years ago, and he still does that 

now. Is he better than me? The Liang family still beat him up until he had no way to cooperate with us 

again!” 

The man knew it was useless to be angry, so he quickly changed his tone. “It’s good that Fifth Young 

Master Chen is here. At the same time, inform the Liang family. Didn’t Young Master Liang, Fifth Young 

Master Chen, and the other young masters inJindo City claim to be on good terms with each other? 

Since we can’t find Young Master Lu, then we can let the Liang family represent him! Even though Mr. 

Qian is a coward, he is right about one thing. The longer the night, the more dangerous it will be. Right 

now, the entire Luo City is on high alert. If this drags on, they might find us. 

“Furthermore, Young Master Lu may not be as concerned about that wife as we thought. 

“However, the Liang family is different. Old Madam Liang has been to their hometown before. Young 

Master Lu’s wife even helped Old Madam Liang with her health. She is the Liang family’s benefactor. 

Therefore, the Liang family will want to rescue her.” 

Chapter 1778: Stop The Car 

 

“You are right, Boss,” the man’s subordinate said before departing. 

Chen Xuyao had booked a plane ticket immediately after receiving the call. Then, he reported that 

matter to the Chen and Liang families. The thing that he was most concerned about had finally occurred, 

but he had no idea who had kidnapped Chu Sheng. 

After Chen Xuyao boarded the plane, the Liang family received a notification from another party that 

they had also captured Jiang Yao. Since they could not contact Lu Xingzhi, they contacted the Liang 

family. 

Chen Xuyao had told them that Chu Sheng had been captured, and then they received word that Jiang 

Yao had also been taken. Mr. Liang was so angry that he almost flipped the table. 

Someone called the army base in Luo City. Then, Mr. Liang confirmed that Jiang Yao had been kidnapped 

during the day. Mr. Liang was even more furious and questioned the other party over the phone—why 

did they not inform him immediately? 

The incident was an urgent one. After Mr. Liang received the news, he brought Liang Yueze to Luo City. 

However, they were almost half a day behind Chen Xuyao. As soon as they boarded the plane, Chen 

Xuyao had already landed. 



Chen Xuyao did not know that someone had been following him. He had just gotten off the plane when 

the call came in, a few minutes after he switched on his phone. 

“Fifth Young Master Chen, it appears that Miss Chu is very important to you.” 

“Twill give you 20 minutes. Go to the top floor of the largest hotel in Luo City. If we don’t see you in 20 

minutes, I will have Miss Chu jump from the hotel’s top floor. Fifth Young Master Chen, remember, you 

only have 20 minutes.” 

Then, the man quickly hung up the phone. Chen Xuyao almost went crazy before he hailed a cab. After 

getting into the cab, the first thing he said was to go to the largest hotel in the city. It did not matter if 

he did not know where it was, as long as the cab driver knew. 

After getting into the cab, the second thing he said was to get him there within 20 minutes. 

When the driver heard that, he immediately stomped his feet and said, “Sir, this is the airport, not the 

city. Even if it’s the city, it’s not in the same area. You want me to fly there in 20 minutes? The largest 

hotel in our city is new. It’s an imported government project, and it’s considered the city’s gem. The 

hotel has been open for more than half a year. Going to that hotel for a meal and staying for the night 

has become everyone’s dream in this country. Do you know how high the hotel is? It is 28-stories tall. 

It’s the tallest building in the city, and it’s very iconic.” 

The driver started to chatter non-stop, but Chen Xuyao’s brows furrowed even tighter when he heard 

that. 

“Stop the car!” Chen Xuyao suddenly said. 

The driver did not expect that, so he slammed on the brakes. Chen Xuyao, who was sitting in the back 

seat, almost hit his head on the seat in front of him. 

The car had not completely stopped when Chen Xuyao opened the door and got out. Before the driver 

could react, Chen Xuyao walked to the driver’s seat and opened the door from the outside. He pulled 

the driver out of his seat and casually took a stack of money from his bag, and threw it to the driver. 

He quickly said, “Take the money and take a cab to that hotel. I’m borrowing your car. Take the money 

as rent.. I’ll drive the car to that hotel, and you can pick it up there! ” 

Chapter 1779: Another Person 

 

Chen Xuyao had already taken the driver’s seat. He started the engine and then slammed on the 

accelerator. 

The cab might not be as quick as an airplane, but Chen Xuyao had pressed the accelerator to the 

maximum. The semi-new cab whizzed past its original owner like a gust of wind. 

The car had already disappeared, but the car owner was still holding a handful of money in his hand. He 

had a blank expression on his face. 

He had seen people robbing cars, but he had never seen anyone who would pay for it. 



About 20 minutes later, Chen Xuyao finally realized the distance from the airport to the hotel. Even 

though he had robbed the car and driven it, he was still unable to reach the hotel at the specified time. 

Chen Xuyao did not have much desire for money, but at that moment, he began to regret his usual lack 

of effort and inaction. 

If he had enough money, he would be able to buy a helicopter that he could have used on that day. 

Perhaps the helicopter could shorten the time if the car could not do that. 

Chen Xuyao had never thought that he would cherish time so much one day, even if it were just for a 

short second. 

‘When his car was stuck at a road junction that was being repaired, he looked at his watch. 

It was as if the clock had been wound up and was ringing every hour. The phone in his pocket suddenly 

rang. 

About 20 minutes had passed. The other party had said that they would only give him 20 minutes. 

Chen Xuyao slammed his hand on the steering wheel. Then, he picked up the phone angrily and 

growled, “You know that it’s impossible for me to get there in twenty minutes from the airport. Tell me, 

what the f*ck are you trying to do?” 

“You’re very angry, Fifth Young Master Chen. Don’t forget that we have Miss Chu with us. If I get angry, 

I’ll get angry too. I won’t inform you about what I’m going to do to your precious Miss Chu.” 

“Bullsh*t! You didn’t let me see Chu Sheng, and you didn’t let me talk to her on the phone. You said that 

she’s in your hands? How do I now you’re not lying? After all, everyone in Jindo City knows that I’m 

looking for someone. How can I guarantee that you’re not lying to me?” 

“Are you that angry?” Unlike Chen Xuyao’s mood, the other party seemed to be in a much better 

mindset. The more anxious Chen Xuyao was, the happier he got. “Don’t be anxious. You’re making 

things difficult for us if you want to talk to Miss Chu as she is mute. We can’t make her talk to you.” 

“shut up!” No one was allowed to use the word mute to describe her! She was not a mute! She will 

definitely get better in the future! She only had a minor illness. When she had recovered, she will be 

able to speak. Chen Xuyao almost roared those words. Everyone knew that Chu Sheng could not talk, 

but so 

what? If Chen Xuyao said that Chu Sheng was not a mute, then no one could say that she was a mute. 

No one knew better than him how gentle Chu Sheng’s voice was, and no one knew better than him that 

not even a singer could compare to Chu Sheng’s voice. 

“Alright, alright, alright. We won’t say that she’s a mute. But we were worried about her lack of speech. 

After all, if she can’t talk, how do we get her to call you? Maybe we can get you to talk to another 

person?” 

Chapter 1780: Hurry And Get The Money 

 



On the other hand, Chen Xuyao could hear the voices of two people from the phone. He had never 

heard those two voices before, and the content of their conversation did not seem to be about him. 

However, Chen Xuyao’s heart became even more nervous before he recognized the voices. 

Jiang Yao had been dragged out of the room for quite a while. She had been left in the empty space for 

half an hour. When she heard the voice of the person who spoke on the phone, Jiang Yao did not 

recognize it. 

However, so what? No matter how bad the light was, she had already deeply imprinted the image of the 

person who thought he had hidden well. 

She had never seen him before, but he gave her a sense of déja vu. 

“Young Madam Lu, the person on the phone is Fifth Young Master Chen. Have a chat with him. Tell him 

how you feel right now.” 

That person did not come out of the darkness. He hid in the dark and handed the phone to his two 

subordinates, who took the phone and pressed it against Jiang Yao’s ear. Then, they threatened her in a 

low voice. “Be sensible.” 

Jiang Yao acted as if she was terrified and nodded. Then, she spoke with a trembling voice, “Chen Xuyao, 

it’s me. I’m Jiang Yao. Chu Sheng is with me. Don’t worry. She’s fine now. She isn’t injured. However, 

she’s been locked up for many days. She’s so scared and weak that she can’t even sit up. Chen Xuyao, 

I’m scared too. No matter what conditions they asked for, you have to agree to them. I can’t take it 

anymore. I’m too scared. I want to go home.” 

At that point, Jiang Yao started to cry in a low voice. “Even if they want money, you have to give it to 

them quickly. Lu Xingzhi is not around right now. If you want money, you have to ask his cousin, who is 

in the jade business in YN, and he is working with someone to open a small jade processing factory. 

Even if the profits have not been good recently, he must have some money. The money he used to do 

business was borrowed from the Lu family. If you asked him for money, he would not dare refuse! No 

matter how much they want, just get me as soon as possible. The Lu family isn’t short on money, so 

hurry up and get the money.” 

“Tsk, tsk, tsk.” 

The man snorted softly when he heard Jiang Yao’s words. However, he hid in the dark, so no one except 

Jiang Yao could hear him. 

Chen Xuyao could not say that he knew everyone in Lu Xingzhi’s family, but he still knew them for many 

years. 

Lu Xingzhi’s family did not have any cousins in any factory business in YN. That was purely Jiang Yao’s 

nonsense. 

Chen Xuyao did not think that Jiang Yao was a timid person who would say such words. The woman had 

courage, so she must have only pretended to confuse the enemy. 



However, Chen Xuyao knew that Jiang Yao’s nonsense was not groundless. She must have wanted to 

give him more information. 

Chen Xuyao could not be anxious, but he was shocked. There must be important information in Jiang 

Yao’s words that he did not understand yet. 

“Alright, only a few words. Did you guys have a good chat? Do you think it’s free when it comes to 

phone charges?” 

The person next to him rudely snatched the phone back from Jiang Yao’s hand. Then, he pushed Jiang 

Yao back into the dimly lit and slightly damp room... 

 


